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It is proved that given any number of graphs of order at most n, the sphericity of their join 
does not exceed 2(n-1). 
We introduce an adjacency relation into Euclidean n-space E" so that it may be 
regarded as an infinite graph: Two points x and y of E" are defined to be adjacent 
if and only if 0<[x -y [< 1, where [ I denotes the Euclidean norm. Then any 
nonempty subset X of E" induces a subgraph (X). An abstract graph G is said to 
be embeddable in Xc  E n, denoted G e X, if G is isomorphic to (Y) for some 
yc  X. The (unit) sphericity of (3, sph(G), is the smallest integer n such that 
GEE". 
Sphericity can be viewed as a measure of graph dimension. This concept first 
appeared in Guttman [1], and is proposed again by Havel [2] and Maehara [3]. 
(The term sphericity is due to Havel.) In [3], certain bounds on the sphericity for 
split graphs, trees, and complete bipartite graphs, are derived. 
This note provides an upper bound on the sphericity for the join of many 
graphs. Given graphs G1, G2, . . . ,  Gin, the join GI+ G2+"" "+ Gra is the graph 
obtained from the disjoint union of G1, G2 . . . . .  G,, by adding those edges which 
connect pairs of vertices from distinct graphs. The complete m-partite graph 
K(nl, n2 . . . . .  nm) is the join of m edgeless graphs of order nl, n2,. . .  , nm. 
Theorem. sph(G1 + G2 +'"  • + Gin) ~< 2(n - 1), n = maxl (the order of Gi). 
Corollary 1. sph(K(n, n . . . . .  n)) <~ 2(n - 1). 
The element observation sph(K(2, 2)) = 2 and sph(K(3, 3)) = 4 (see [3, Table 1]) 
can be extended to arbitrarily many parts by applying our theorem. 
Corollary 2. sph(K(2, 2 . . . . .  2)) = 2, sph(K(3, 3 . . . . .  3)) = 4. 
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To prove the theorem, we first present two lemmas. A unit (n-1)-s implex 
means an (n-1)-dimensional  regular simplex of unit side length. Throughout, 
zz, z2 . . . .  , z, denote the vertices of a fixed unit (n - 1)-simplex in E "-~ centered 
at the origin. For a set X in a Euclidean space, N(X,  e) stands for the e- 
neighborhood of X, that is, the union of all open balls of radius e whose centers 
belong to X. The dot • stands for the inner product. 
Lemma 1. zi " z i=(n -1) /2n ,  zi" z j=- l /2n  (i--/:j). 
The proof is omitted. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a graph o[ order at most n and let A be a unit (n - 1)-simplex 
in E d, d >I n - 1. Then [or any e > O, G e N(A, e). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show G e N(A, e) when G is of order n. Since the 
location of A does not matter, we may assume that A is centered at the origin. Let 
yD. . . ,  v, be the vertices of A and let 6 = e/n. Let A (G)  = (aij) be the adjacency 
matrix of G and let 
x~ = v~ + ~, 6a~kvk i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
k 
Then clearly each x~ ~ N(A, e). We will show that the set {x, . . . .  , x~} induces a 
subgraph isomorphic to G. Now 
k~i,j 
= (1  - -  ~aii) 2 [l)i - I)i[ 2 -1- 82  Iw,jl 2 + 2(1  - 6a,j)6(vi- vj). w,j, 
where 
w,j= Y~ (a,k--ajk)Vk. 
k~ i,j 
Since (v , -  v~). w,j = O, 
Ix, -  x~l 2 = (1 - ~a,j)2 + ~ Iw,,I 2 = x-28o~j ÷ ~=(o~} ÷ Iw, jl2). 
And since [w012< n-  1, 
Ixi-xjl<l if a i j= l ,  and Ix,-x~l>l if a0=0.  
Hence {x, . . . .  , x,} induces a graph isomorphic to G, namely, G e N(A, e). 
Proof o! the Theorem. We will show that there exist (i) unit (n-1)-simplices 
A1, . . . ,  zlm in E 2c"-1~, and (ii) an e>0,  such that 
x~N(~,~), y~N(a,,~) (k÷O - ,  I x -y l< l .  (*) 
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Then, since Gk e N(zak, e) by Lemma 2, we can conclude that G I+ ' "  "+ 
Gm e E 2(n-1). 
Let A, = (1 - 0/1(1 - ~ t)[, t~, = t/l(1 - t, t)[. Regarding E 2("-1~ as E "-1 xE  "-x, let 
pi(t) = (X,z~, Iz,z~) e E "-~ x E "-~, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
By Lemma 1, it follows easily that 
n-1  
IP'(t)12= 2n ' Ip ' (t) -pj(t) l=l  ( i¢]). 
Hence pl(t) . . . .  , p,(t) span a unit (n -  1)-simplex for every t. If 0~ < s < t~ < 1, then 
0 ~< A~A, + tx~, < 1, so that for all /, ] 
-1  
p,(s) . pi(t) = (A~A, +/~d~,)z, •z i >~nn" 
Hence 
[p,(s)- pj(t)] 2 = Ip,(s)12 + Ipj(t)l 2 -  2pi(s) • pj(t) < 1. 
Thus, if 0~<s<t~l ,  then Ip i(s)-pj(t) l<l  for all /,j. 
Now, for k = 1 , . . . ,  m let Zik be the unit (n -  1)-simplex in E 2¢"-1) spanned by 
pl(k/m) . . . . .  p,(k/m). If k ¢ l, then for all i, j, Ip~(k/m)- pj(l/ra)l < 1 as already 
seen. This implies that if x~Ak, y~A I (k¢ l )  then Ix -Y l< l .  Since A's are 
compact and since ]x - y] is continuous on both x and y, it follows easily that there 
exists an e > 0 such that the condition (*) holds. This completes the proof. 
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